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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Cloud Engineer
 

Київ,  
 

Компанія: PRIME TELECOM SRL
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB фахівці, Будівництво,
архітектура

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: від двох років
Опис
вакансії
 

Requirements:

Advanced Linux skills (RedHat Enterprise Linux/CentOS)
Customer facing role that includes, but is not limited to, issue resolution and escalation management at the technical, business
owner and executive levels
Good knowledge of Openstack / VMware
Advanced Scripting (bash/perl/python)
Network and security concepts
Knowledge of network monitoring applications and protocols (SNMP, NMS);
Application and database servers configuration (Apache, Nginx, HAProxy, MySQL)
Strong understanding of application transport and network infrastructure protocols (e.g., TCP/IP, DNS, and DHCP)
Experience with Routers, Switches, VRF
Administering and configuring layer 2 and layer 3 Cisco networks
Good understanding of networking concepts such as: Ethernet protocols, VLANs, STP, LACP, VPC, SNMP, DHCP, Layer 3
protocols
Ability to troubleshoot and configure server networking components, identify problems by reviewing logs from OSs, switches
and analyze packet captures
Familiarity of multiple operating systems such as Windows Server, Linux OSs
Routing protocols (OSPF / EIGRP / Static);
High availability protocols (VRRP / HSRP);
Access lists (ACLs) / Firewall Filters;
Intermediate knowledge with firewalls;
Knowledge in the area of the installation and configuration of network components (Routers, Switches, VPN Gateways,
Firewalls, Proxies and others)

Mandatory requirements:

- Fluent English (ability to communicate in English )
- 2+ years’ experience
- A bachelor’s or higher in computer science, engineering and or mathematics is preferable

Conditions:

The office is located in Romania. Working hours: Full-time. Very motivating Salary based on interview results

∙ We offer a pleasant, healthy, challenging but rewarding work environment and a base 
compensation depending on individual skills and experiences. 
∙ Financial and career opportunities.

In order to apply, please send attach your detailed resume/CV in English to our email address:

Alexandru Pelin – alexandru.pelin@primetelecom.ro

Cristina Savel -cristina.savel@primetelecom.ro

Phone: + 40741261062

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists
https://jobs.ua/vacancy/building_architecture
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